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PROTO-INDO-EUROPEAN GLOTTALIC STOPS:
THE COMPARATIVE EVIDENCE

FREDERIK KORTLANDT

1. THE TYPOLOGICAL ARGUMENT

According to the traditional view, the Indo-European proto-
language possessed four series of stops, which correspond to Old
Indic i, th, d, dh. The laryngeal theory has made clear that th does
not reflect a unitary phoneme of the proto-language but a sequence
of i plus laryngeal. Many scholars have seen that this leaves the
reconstructed proto-language with a typologically improbable
System of obstruents. Some have concluded that we have to return
to the traditional reconstruction, even if the available evidence
offers insufficient support for this view. Others have tried to rein-
terpret the triad t, d, dh in such a way that the reconstructed Sys-
tem becomes more in accordance with typological expectations.

1.1. Holger Pedersen has argued that there are no reliable ety-
mologies which point to PIE. initial b- (1951:10- 16). Since the
voiceless labial stop p- is easily lost in several languages (e.g.,
Celtic, Armeriian, Japanese), Pedersen suggests that PIE. 6 was
probably voiceless and weak, while bh may have developed from
a voiceless aspirate. He compares the interchange of voiced and
voiceless stops with the West Armenian consonant shift.

1.2. Referring to Pedersen's view, Andro Martinet suggests in
a footnote that the PIE. unaspirated voiced stops can be derived
from a glottalic series (1953 : 70). The absence of the labial can be
compared with the same phenomenon in Proto-Semitic, for which
he reconstructs a glottalic series from which the emphatic obstruents
are derived.

1.3. In a neglected article, N.D. Andreev proposes a recon-
struction of Proto-Indo-European without voiced obstruents:
he reconstructs voiceless fortes, voiceless lenes, and voiceless aspir-
ates, corresponding to traditional t, d, dh (1957 : 7). He explains
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the incompatibility of fortes and aspirates in the root by an as-
similationrale.

1.4. Morris Swadesh has suggested that Proto-IndoEuropean
and its neighbors had simple, glottalic, and aspirated stops, and
that the difference between voiced and voiceless articulation was
a matter of local Variation (1971 : 127). Since his book was published
posthumously, the origin of his view is hard to determine. He re-
marks that the simple voiced stops of Indo-European are equiv-
alent to the glottalic set in other language families with regard to
ancient symbolism (p. 219).

1.5. Gamkrelidze and Ivanov have proposed on the basis of
Pedersen's reasoning that the PIE unaspirated voiced stops were
glottalic (1972:16). This Interpretation allows them to explain the
absence of roots with two glottalic stops by a dissimilation rule
(1973:153). They also reformulate Grassmann's law äs a PIE rule
of allophonic Variation (1980:30 - 32). This seems to be at variance
with the Latin evidence, e.g. ßdö Ί trust'<.bheidh-.

1.6. A similar proposal was put forward by Paul Hopper, who
pointed not only to the absence of b and the root structure con-
straints, but also to the absence of the glottalic stops from inflec-
tional affixes (1973 : 157). His view is repeated several times in
later articles.

1.7. Jens Rasmussen has proposed to derive traditional t, d, dh
from earlier T, t, d, "T being a cover-symbol for any emphatic
stop however phonetically realized (glottalized, pharyngealized,
or just strenger)" (1974 : 11). The same reconstruction is implied
in Illiö-Svityö's Nostratic dictionary (1971:147). It is based on the
false assumption that glottalic or emphatic stops are stronger
than other s.

1.8. As early äs 1948 Andre-Georges Haudricourt reached the
conclusion that the PIE. unaspirated voiced stops were glottalic
and that the original pronunciation was preserved in East Ar-
menian (1975: 267), His argumentation was based on the types
of phonetic development attested in the Far East. The negative
attitude of Jules Bloch and Jer/y Kurylowicz toward his view
apparently kept him from Publishing it.

1.9. In my own exposition I have reinterpreted t, d, dh äs
fortis, glottalic lenis, and aspirated lenis, respectively (1978: 107).
The rephonemicization of either the aspirated or the glottalio
etops (or both) äs voiced provoked a number of consonantal
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mutations (or mergers) in the separate branches of Indo-European.
In Indo-Iranian, Balto-Slavic, Celtic, and Albanian, both d and dli
became phonemically voiced. Greek has voiced d and voiceless
dh, while the converse holds for Germanic, Italic, where d is voiced,
and East Armenian, where it is voiceless, have both voiced and
voiceless reflexes of dh. No rise of phonemically voiced stops took
place in Anatolian and Tocharian.

1.10. George Dunkel has rightly pointed out the circularity of
the typological argument (1981 : 566). If our reconstructions
are tailored to typological expectations, they acquire a bias toward
the average language type. The more aberrant the structure of
the proto-language is, the stronger the bias and the larger the dif-
ference befcween the real and the reconstructed proto-language
becomes.

In my view, the discussion suffers from an unfortunate lack of
distinction between theory and method. Typological consider-
ations are an extremely useful heuristic de vice. They can never
take the place of the evidence, however. It is therefore remarkable
that so little attention has been paid to the comparative evidence,
which is abundantly present for those who are ready to see it.

2. BALTIC

Latvian preserves the glottalic feature of the unaspirated
voiced stops äs a glottalic tone on the preceding vowel in originally
pretonic syllables, e.g. pi>ds 'footstep', nuogs 'naked', Vedic
padam, nagnas (Kortlandt 1977). The glottalic tone represents
the merger of the glottalic feature with the reflex of the PIE
laryngeals. Under the stress, it is preserved in the Zemaitian
dialects of Lithuanian (Zinkevicius 1966: 34). The usual view
that the glottalic tone is of secondary origin cannot be correct
because it does not explain the rise of the glottalization. More
probably, the Proto-Baltic acute was a glottal stop which was
lost under rising and falling tone movements that originated
in the separate languages (Kortlandt 1977 : 324 - 328).

It is widely believed that the Proto-Baltic circumflex, like its
Greek counterpart, resulted from early contractions while all other
ancient long vowels are acute. This view is incorrect. As I have
argued elsewhere, the acute is the phonetic reflex of the PIE.
laryngeals and the glottalic feature of the unaspirated voiced
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stops, whereas all other ancient loixg vowels are circumflex (1985a).
The latter include the following categories:

(1) Long vowels from contractions, e.g. Lith. gen. sg. algos
'salary', cf. Gr. άλφής.

(2) Lengthened grade vowels in the nom. sg. form of stems
in a resonant, e.g. Lith. akmuo 'stone', duktl 'daughter', Gr. ακμών,
θυγάτηρ

(3) Long vowel preterits, e.g. Lith. <5me ctook', bere 'strewed',
Uke 'flew'. The acute ofgere edrank' reflects the root-final laryngeal,
not the long root vowel.

(4) Lith. 3rd person future forms, e.g. duos 'will give', halbes
"will speak'. Since the long vowel is not shortened in polysyllabic
stems, the metatony must be older than Leskien's law (Kortlandt
1975 : 86). Assuming that the PIE. laryngeals were lost affcer
lenghtened grade vowels, I connect the metatony in this category
with the lengthened grade in the 2nd and 3rd sg. active forms of
the Vedic sigmatic aorist injunctive (1985 b).

(5) Lengthened grade vowels in original root nouns, e.g. Lith.
gelä epain', zoU 'grass', mesä 'meat', cf. Slavic zalb, Prussian acc.
sg. sälin, Vedic mas.

(6) Latvian nom. sg. säls 'salt' and guovs ccow', cf. Gr.
δλς, βοΰς, Vedic gaus. Here again, I assume that the laryngeal
was lost affcer a lengthened grade vowel. The expected acute reflex
of the laryngeal is found in Lith. solymas 'brine' (Büga 1959 : 584).

(7) Lith. nom. sg. -2. In my view, this ending originated from
the loss of the laryngeal affcer a lengthened grade vowel in the nom.
sg. form of the root noun which is represented in arkllde 'stable',
avlde, 'sheepfold', alude 'pub', peliide 'chaff störe', also zvaigzdl
'star', Vedic -dha, Latin -des, and the Greek passive aorist sufix -θη-.

Thus, I conclude that the PIE laryngeals merged into a glottal
stop, which merged with the glottalic feature of the unaspirated
voiced obstruents. The Proto-Baltic circumflex is simply the ab-
sence of a glottal stop.

3. SLAVIC

Baltic and Slavic shared the merger of the PIE. laryngeals with
the glottalic feature of the unaspirated voiced stops into a glottal
stop. Slavic subsequently lost the glottal stop with compensatory
lengthening of a contiguous vowel in pretonic and post-posttonic
syllables (Kortlandt 1975 : 11). Under the stress and in the first
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posttonic syllable the loss of the glottal stop yielded the
rise of the new timbre distinctions. As a result, the presence versus
absence of the glottal stop is reflected äs a difference between
short and long reflexes of the „long" vowels. The difference is
usually preserved in Serbo-Croat and has left traces in the other
•languages. Thus, the short &, a of SCr. jäbulca 'apple', jedem Ί eat',
pädnem Ί fall', sfödnem Ί sit down', pobjegnem Ί flee', jägnje
'lamV', jägoda 'strawberry' reflects the glottalic feature of the
following imaspirated voiced obstruent.

Long vowels witbxrat a glottal stop were not shortened in Slavic,
except under special conditions. Thus, lengthened grade vowels
are generally long in Serbo-Croat, e.g. in the following instances:

(1) The word zeräv 'cfane', Czech zerav, reflects an original
nom. sg. form geröu, cf. Latin grüs (Vaillant 1958 : 172). The long
vowel is in agreement with the circumflex of Lith. akmuo 'stone'
and Latvian äbuols 'apple'.

(2) Sigmatic aorist: Ist sg. dönijeh next to donesoh 'brought', and
the isolated infinitive rljet (Dubrovnik) next to reoi eto say' (VaiUant
1966 : 60).Simüarlylstsg.mrtjeA,MTOnJe/i 'died', kleh, zäkleh 'swore'.

(3) The tonal alternation between dah Ί gave' and da ehe gave'
is the same äs between Lith. duosiu and duos 'will give'. I think
that it reflects the loss of the laryngeal after a lengthened grade
vowel in the aorist injunctive.

(4) Original root nouns, e.g. rljec 'word', Tocharian B reJci,
cf. Vedic vak, Latin vöx, Prussian acc. sg. tärin. Other examples:
zär 'live coals', zara 'nettles', pozär 'fire', ugär 'fallow', gär 'soot',
cär 'magic' (Czech car and cara), nemär 'negligence', säm, sama,
•samo 'alone'.

There is additional evidence for the view that the acute was a
glottal stop in the fact that it blocked the progressive accent
shift (Kortlandt 1975 : 14). This constraint has a significant
parallel in Avar, where "stress shifted to the second syllable from
the first non-pharyngealized one" (Dybo et al. 1978 : 19). It seems
to nie that the Balto-Slavic evidence suffices to shift the bürden of
proof onto the adversaries of the glottalic theory.

4. ABMENIAN

Shortly after the turn of the Century, Pedersen challenged the
obtaining views on the Armenian consonant System with the
hypothesis that the voiced stops of the classical language were
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aspirated (1906 : 336 - 342). This view accepted by Vogt (1938:
327), who discussed the matter in detail in a separate study (1958),
and later by Allen (1951 : 134) and Benveniste (1959). Garibjan
went a step further and surmised that the voiced stops in the
western dialects which correspond to the voiceless stops of the
classical language constitute an archaism (1959). Agajan has
demonstrated that this view cannot be upheld (1960). The very
sources from which Vogt and Benveniste drew their Inspiration
(Adjarian 1909, Allen 1950) permit entirely different conclusions,
which are apparently supported by the newly discovered southern
dialects (Garibjan 1958). The following analysis will be based
on three principles:

(1) A reconstmction of the Common Armenian consonant
System on the basis of the modern dialects must logically precede a
comparison with material from other Indo-European languages.

(2) If the consonant Systems of two related dialects differ in
more than a single feature, the historical connection between them
involves at least two distinct developments.

(3) If a single uninterrupted central area differs from the
peripheral areas with respect to a specific feature, it is probable
that the central dialect has innovated.

In order to simplify the discussion, I number the modern
dialects in such a way that the first digit reflects the correspondence
with classical t and the second digit the correspondence with
classical d, both in word-initial position, and that a minimum
difference between numbers reflects a minimum difference between
dialects in terms of features. In the following list I give, next
to the number of each dialect, the reflex of classical t, d, th, the
corresponding number in the classifications of Vogt (1958) and
Garibjan (1959), and a typical representative.

t d th Vogt Garibjan examples

11 t=t th 4 7 Van
12 t d th 3 6 Agulis
13 t dh th l 2 Erevan
21 d t th — 4 Sasun
22 d=d th 5a 3 Trabzon
23 d dh th 2 l Sivas
20 d th=th 5b 5 Malatia
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The dialects 11, 22, 20 have apparently come into existence äs a
result of the neutralization of a phonological Opposition. Accord-
ing to Vogt, "il s'agit evidemment d'une simplification secondaire
des systemes centraux" (1958:148), i.e. 13 and 23. Should 11
indeed be derived from 13? Since these dialects differ in two fea-
tures, we have to assitme an intermediate stage. If the voicedness
was lost earlier than the aspiration, the reflexes of classical d
and th must have merged, which is not the case in 11. If the aspir-
ation was lost earlier than the voicedness, the intermediate stage
was identical to the system of dialect 12. But there is no reason
why 12 should be derived from 13; both 11 and 13 may actually
have to be derived from 12. Geographically, the area which 11 and
12 occupy together forms a semi-circle around the central dialects:
Arces — Van — Xoy (11) — Agulis — Meghri (12) — Karabagh —
Kanaker (11) — Lori — Tiflis — Artvin (12). This Situation
suggests that 13 must be derived from 12.

The dialects 22 and 20 may indeed be derived from 23, but
either of them can also be derived from 21, a dialect which Vogt
does not take into account because it is not covered in Adjarian's
monograph. Moreover, 22 may be derived from 12 in the same way
äs 23 can be derived from 13. A choice can only be made by taking
into account the geographical distribution of the dialects. Since
the position of Trabzon (22) with respect to the Artvin-Tiflis
area (12) is the same äs that of Little Armenia (23) with respect
to Central Armenia (13), it is reasonable to assume that the histori-
cal relationship between the Trabzon dialect and its eastern
neighbour is the same äs that between 23 and 13. The Suggestion
that 13 must be derived from 12 arid the impossibility of deriving
12 from 22 then involve the consequence that the dialects of Trab-
zon and Little Armenia must be derived from 12 and 13, respect-
ively. If this is correct, the semi-circle discussed above can be
extended to Trabzon. Other parts of 22 may have different histori-
cal connections. Thus, the isolated dialect of Maras (22) must
probably be derived from the contiguous Hadjin-Zeytun (21).
The Malatia-Urfa area (20) is situated within the semi-circle
Sasun — Dersim — Hadjin — Beylan — Svedia (21) and must
therefore be derived from the latter.

Which distinctive features can be reconstructed for the oldest
stage of the apparently archaic dialect 12? I think that the answer
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is provided by Allen's phonetic analysis of an East Armenian
dialect (]950). The unaspirated voiceless plosives are glottalic
("ejective") in this dialect, whereas the voiced stops of the classical
language are voiceless in initial position. Thus, it is a transitional
dialect between 12 and 11, having lost the voicedness of d while
retaining the Opposition between d and t. Actually, the Opposition
between voiced and voiceless initial stops was restored by the
introduction of the loan words beg and boy (Allen 1950 : 202).
The term "potential voiced aspirates" which Allen applies to the
reflexes of classical d etc. has given rise to misunderstanding on
the part of Benveniste, who inferred the existence of voiced aspir-
ates from the description (1959 : 50). In fact, voicing and aspir-
ation are mutually exclusive, the "potential voiced aspirates"
being voiced and unaspirated if preceded by a nasal, and lightly
aspirated and voiceless in final position after r. These are precisely
the positions where almost all Armenian dialects show unaspirated
voiced and aspirated voiceless plosives, respectively (Pisowicz
1976a : 61 - 62). In initial position, the "potential voiced aspirates"
are voiceless. "They are distinguished from the ejectives by
having pulmonic äs opposed to glottalic plosion, and from the
aspirates by the absence of voiceless breath on release. The most
notable feature differentiating them from the ejectives, however,
is to be found in a following vowel, which is articulated with
markedly stronger breath-force and on a lower pitch than is general
in other but comparable contexts" (Allen 1950 : 200). The transfer
of the distinctive feature to the following vowel is carried through
completely in a part of the dialects 11 (Pisowicz 1976b : 215 - 216).
In the original System, the glottalic articulation of the "ejectives"
was apparently distinctive. Indeed, 19th Century loan words
from Russian showed aspirated plosives in Armenian, e.g. pcecc,
manetc from pec', moneta (Pisowicz 1976a : 18). Thus, I do not
share the usual view that the glottalic articulation of the un-
aspirated voiceless stops in the Tifüs-Artvin area is due to a
Caucasian substratum. It is more probable that the latter simply
favored the preservation of a feature which was already present.

The newly discovered dialects 21 seem to corroborate the
antiquity of the glottalic articulation. According to Garibjan.
(1959 : 85 - 86) and Pisowicz (1976a : 78), these dialects must be
•derived from the western System 23. Since 21 and 23 differ in two
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features, we have to assume an intermediate stage. If the voiced-
. ness was lost earlier than the aspiration, the intermediate stage
was identical to 20. If the aspiration was lost earlier than the
voicedness, the intermediate stage was identical to 22. In either
case two series would have merged, which is not the case in 21.
I conclude that 21 must be derived from an eastern dialect. Since
the geographical position of the sotithern dialects (21) with re-
spect to the Van area (11) isthe same äs that of Little Armenia (23)
with respect to Central Armenia (13), it is reasonable to assume
that the historical relationship between 2] and 11 is the same
äs that between 23 and 13. We come to the conclusion that the
southern dialects developed from the System of their eastern
neighbour at a time when the latter had not yet lost the distinction
between the original (glottalic) unaspirated voiceless stops and
the ones that originated from the devoicing of the classical voiced
stops. Indeed, the dialect of Satax (between Van and Sasun)
distinguish.es between two series of unaspirated voiceless stops
(Pisowicz 1976a : 66) and is in this respect transitional between
II and 21. We can now connect the two semi-circles discussed
above: together they constitute an uninterrupted line of dialects
which are archaic with respect to the encircled areas.

We have now established the following relative chronology:
(1) Eise of aspiration in voiced stops (12-s-lS).
(2) Devoicing of unaspirated voiced stops (l 2-»11).
(3) Voicing of glottalic stops (11-»21, 12-»22, 13-»23).
(4) Elimination of unaspirated voiceless stops (21-»22, 21-»20).
The absolute chronology can only be established on the basis of
loan words. Since loans from Arabic are subject to shifting while
loans from Turkic are not (Agajan. 1960 : 44), we have to date
(3) between the 7th and the lOth Century. It is possible that (1)
was in progress during the classical period, äs Dzaukjan suggests
(1967 : 76).

Thus far I have limited the discussion to word-initial plosives
because it is the position of maximal contrast in the Armenian
dialects. The same type of analysis can be applied to other positions.
The generalization of voiced stops after nasals and voiceless aspir-
ates after prefinal r are probably early developments because
they have affected the large majority of dialects. Intervocalically,
the following types are found:
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t d th examples

lOa t th=th Karabagh, Lori
lla t = t th Van
12a t d th Agulis
20a d th=th Malatia, Trabzon, Erevan, Tiflis
21a d t th Sasun
23a d dh th Sivas

The areas 12a and 23a are small islands within lOa and 20a, re-
spectively, while lla and 21a are considerably smaller than 11
and 21. A large part of the eastern dialects have the western
(voiced) reflex of intervocalic t etc. Almost all northern dialects
have been subject to the aspiration of intervocalic d etc. Follow-
ing the principles which have been put forward above, one arrives
at the same reconstruction and the same relative chronology äs
have been established for initial plosives, plus one additional
development:
(5) Devoicing of voiced aspirates (13a->10a, 23a-»20a).

The reconstructed Common Armenian obstruent System now
appears äs follows:

aspirated plain glottalic

voiced d
voiceless th t

The first Armenian consonant shift is seen to consist in the loss of
the aspiration of PIE. dh, the rephonemicization of lenis PIE. d
äs voiceless, and the weakening of the occlusion of PIE. t.

5. VEDIC AND AVESTAN

The Balto-Slavic evidence points to a series of preglottalized
voiced obstruents äs the earliest reconstructible reflex of the
PIE. glottalic stops. Alexander Lubotsky has adduced Indo-
-Iranian evidence in Support of this Interpretation (1981 : 137).

The root of Gr. πήγνυμι 'fasten' is represented in the Rgveda
äs follows: 3rd sg. papaje 'stiffened', pajra- 'firm', paksa- Ving',
paksin- "bird', paksas- cside', pajas- 'frame', päjasyä- rflank'.
The distribution of short and long root vowel can be explained
by the assumption that the laryngeal was lost before a glottalic·
obstruent when the latter was followed by another consonant.
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Lubotsky adduces fourteen roots in laryngeal plus glottalic stop
with short root vocalism in Old Indic, five of which have Avestan
correspondences with. a short root vowel. Thus, Lubotsky's law
must be dated to the Indo-Iranian period. The development
is understandable if a sequence of laryngeal plus glottalic stop was
realized äs a glottal stop plus preglottalized voiced obstruent.

6. SINDHI AND PANJABI

The hypothesis that the unaspirated voiced stops of Old
Indic were preglottalized is confirmed by immediate comparative
evidence from Sindhi, which has preserved the glottalic articulation.
This language has a threefold Opposition between voiced stops:
the unconditioned reflexes of the d and dh series are glottalic
and aspirated, respectively, while dissimilation of the dh series
before aspirates of recent origin has given rise to a plain voiced
series, e.g. 'gähu ebait'<<7rasa-, gähu 'fodder'<gfAäsa-. It can be
shown that the glottalic stops are at least older than the loss of
the PIE. laryngeals (Kortlandt 1981 : 17 - 18). There is no reason
to disclaim their PIE origin. The glottalic articulation cannot
be attributed to external influence because the neighbouring
languages do not present anything comparable.

The Panjabi material also requires the former existence of
preglottalized voiced obstruents at a recent stage. In this language,
the voiced aspirates have become voiceless and unaspirated,
yielding a low tone on the following vowel, e.g. körä 'horse', Hindi
gliorä. Since the voiceless aspirates have been preserved äs a
separate category, the dh series was not phonemically aspirated
at the time of the devoicing (Haudricourt 1975 : 271). It follows
that the glottalic stops were preserved at that stage. Moreover,
the d series did not lower the tone of a following vowel. This
also points to the preservation of the glottalic feature.

7. GREBK

The usual reconstruction of the PIE. word for ΊΟΟ' Timtom
does not account for the initial vowel of Gr. εκατόν. The compari-
son of this vowel with the word for One* sem- is at variance with
the indeclinability and the syntactic behavior of εκατόν. The
original character of the indeclinability is evident both from the
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preservation of the final nasal in composition and from the absence
of a plural form. If the latter had existed at an earlier stage, it
would hardly have been replaced with a derivative formation.
Thus, I think that the Greek form and its syntax are more archaic
than is generally assumed.

The initial vowel of εκατόν can be explained if we start from
PIE. dJcmtom and assume that the buccal features of the initial
consonant were lost while its glottalic feature merged with the
reflex of the PIE laryngeal HI to yield e-, with subsequent adop-
tion of the aspiration from the word for One' (Kortlandt 1983 : 98).
This explanation, which presupposes that d was a glottalic ob-
struent at the time under consideration, has the additional ad-
vantage of accounting for the long vowel in the decades, e.g.
πεντήκουτα '50' <.penkwe-dlcomt-. It also accounts for the co-
existence of the southern form εϊκοσκέρικοσι and the northern
form ρίκατι '20', both of which can be derived from PIE. dwidlcmti
if we assume that partial dissimilation of the initial consonant
yielded ίΖΊ-whereas total dissimilation yielded zero. This again
presupposes that the glottalic articulation of d had been preserved
at the time of dissimilation.

When did d merge with H\ in εκατόν, είκοσι and πεντήκοντα?
I think that τριακουτα '30' <triHzdJcomt- and West Greek
τετρώκοντα '40' <_kwetwrdJiomt- allow us to date the merger of
d with the laryngeals to a stage which was posterior to the rise of
colored epenthetic vowels, but anterior to the eventual loss of
the laryngeals. Since the development of colored epenthetic
vowels is specifically Greek, it follows that the PIE glottalic
stops were preserved up to a comparatively recent stage.

8. LATIN

In Latin we find a long root vowel in äctus 'driven', Uctus
'gathered', where the Velar stop belongs to the PIE glottalic
series, and a short root vowel in factus 'made', vectus 'carried',
where it belongs to the fortis or aspirated series. The Balto-Slavic
and Indo-Iranian developments show that the glottalic feature
characterized the initial part of the obstruent, whereas the aspir-
ation characterized its final part in view of Bartholomae's law. When
voicedness became phonemic, the aspiration in the cluster -ght-
was simply lost, but the glottalic articulation in -gt- was preserved
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äs a feature of the preceding vowel. As in the Greek and Balto-
-Slavic instances cited above, it merged with the reflex of H\.

The same development accounts for the long vowel in the
decades, e.g. mgintl '20', quadrägintä '40', septuägintä '70'. The
voicing of Je to g in these words must be attributed to the preceding
nasal in septmdkont- '70' and newndkont- '90' (Thurneysen 1883:
313). This voicing rule was Italo-Celtic, äs is clear from Old Irish
sechtmogo '70', äs oppcsed to cetJiorcho '40'. The quantitative
difference between Latin mginil and Old-Irish fiche '20', like the
diiference between Latin rectus 'straight' and Old Irish recht
'law', shows that the loss of the glottalic articulation was posterior
to the disintegration of Italo-Celtic.

The glottalic feature was lost after a consonant, e.g. in the
nasal presents stringö 'tighten', pingö 'paint' <-<?-, which merged
with fingö 'touch', mingö 'urinate' <,-gh~. This accounts for the
absenceof a long vowel in strictus, pictus, which adopted the vocal-
ism of fictus, mictus. The glottalic feature was apparently ab-
sorbed by the preceding laryngeal in lassus 'tired' <,lHidtos,
just äs the laryngeal was absorbed by the following glottalic
obstruent in Vedic pajra- 'firm'. The initial syllable of sedeö 'sit'
was prefixed to the form sdtos in -sessus. Thus, the Latin evidence
supports the reconstruction of a series of preglottalized obstruents.

9. GERMANIC

In his monograph on the West Jutland st0d, K. Ringgaard
concludes "that the v-st0d is only found immediately before
the plosives p, t, k, and that it is found wherever these stand
in an original medial position, following a voiced sound in a stressed
syllable. The exceptions to this are certain types of loan-words
from a later period" (1960 : 10, 195). "The v-st0d is a complete
occlusion of the vocal cords, combined with the diaphragm's
movement of inhalation", (p. 199), i.e. a full-fledged glottal
stop. Ringgaard dates the rise of the West Jutland st0d to the
12th Century because it is characteristic of "all then existing.
medial plosives". His view that it is a spontaneous innovation
of the westernmost dialects of Danish can hardly be called an
explanation. Moreover, it does not account for the parallel devel-
opment of preaspiration in Icelandic.

Preaspiration is found not only in Icelandic, but also in Far-
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oese, Norwegian, and the Gaelic dialects of Scotland. Phonetically,
the preceding vowel is cut short and continued äs a whisper;
a preceding resonant (m, n, l, r) is partly or wholly unvoiced.
The distribution of preaspiration in Icelandic is the same äs
in the Norwegian dialect of Jseren (Oftedal 1947). We can therefore
conclude that it is "an example of a feature taken to Iceland
by the original settlers" (Chapman 1962 : 85).

Carl Marstrander has argued that the preaspiration in Scottish
Gaelic is due to a Norse substratum (1932 : 298). He advances
the hypothesis that the Norwegian preaspirated stops represent a
retention of the clusters hp, ht, hk, which developed into geminatea
elsewhere (p. 302). This theory implies three developments:
tt<ht in East Norse, M<,tt in West Norse, and l\,t<t in West
Norse in those positions where the preaspirated stop does not
reflect a cluster, e.g. Icelandic epli 'apple', vatn 'water', mikla
'incr äse', hjalpa ehelp', verk Vork'. Here the preaspirated stop
appears to be the phonetic reflex of a PIE. unaspirated voiced
•obstraent.

Both the West Jutland st0d and the preaspiration receive a
natural explanation if we assume that Early Proto-Germanic,
like Proto-Balto-Slavic and Proto-Indo-Iranian, possessed a
.series of preglottalized voiced stops. Devoicing yielded a series of
Late Proto-Germanic sequences "p, ?t, ?k, the glottal stop of which
was lost under various conditions. Weakening of the glottal
stop in West Norse yielded preaspiration, while its assimilation
to the following obstruent gave rise to a series of geminates in
East Norse, with the exception of Danish, where the sequences
were subject to lenition and the glottal stop was preserved in
the western dialects. I wonder if Swedish vecka 'week', droppe
'drop', skepp 'ship' reflect a dialect that escaped the earliest
loss of the glottal stop.

One may wonder if preglottalization had been preserved in
word-initial position in Late Proto-Germanic. There is positive
evidence for this in the West Jutland st0d of fattig<fat'0kr epoor'
<'few-taking', sytten 'seventeen'.

Apart from the straightforward explanation of the West
Jutland st0d and the Icelandic preaspiration, the theory advanced
here has the advantage of accounting in a principled way for the
-existence of several layers of gemination, which can now be
viewed äs retentions rather than innovations:
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(1) mp, nt, nk yielded pp, tt, kk in the larger part of Scandi-
navia. The nasal consonant was apparently devoiced by the
glottal feature which preceded the stop, and subsequently lost
its nasalization.

(2) k yielded kk before j and w. Similarly, t yielded tt before
j in a limited area, e.g. Swedish sätta 'sei'. The development
cannot easily be identified with the change of g into gg before
j because the latter involves the transformation of a fricative
into a stop.

(3) p, t, k yielded pp, U, kk before r and l in West Germanic.
The same development is found sporadically in Scandinavia.
Here again, the geminate may have originated from the assimila-
tion of a glottal stop to the following buccal stop.

It is possible that the theory put forward here has certain
consequences for the Interpretation of the West Germanic material.
Firstly, the High German sound shift may have resulted from a
lem'tion of the buccal stops with concomitant oralization of the
preceding glottal stop. If this is correct, the glottalization must
have been preserved at the time of the shift. Secondly, the absence
of aspirated stops from Dutch and Frisian may be due to an
early loss of preglottalization in this area. Thirdly, the English
glottal stop may be much more ancient than is commonly assumed.
It appears that these possibilities merit further consideration.

10. CONCLUSION

The Balto-Slavic, Indo-Iranian, Italo-Celtic and Germanic
evidence points to the former existence of a series of preglottal-
ized voiced obstruents. This reconstruction is supported by evi-
dence from Greek and Armenian. In the modern languages, glot-
talization has been preserved in Latvian and Sindhi, and in dia-
lects of Lithuanian, Armenian, and Danish. Most probably, the
preglottalized voiced obstruents originated from a common inno-
vation of all Indo-European dialects except Anatolian and Tochar-
ian, where voicedness never became a phonemically relevant
feature.

We may now reconsider the typological argumentation cited
in the introduction. It will be seen that my own view is closest
to the positions held by Andreev and Swadesh: the proto-language
had simple fortes, glottalic lenes, and aspirated lenes stops, cor-

J Folla Llngulstica VI/J
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responding to traditional i, d, dh. As in modern Icelandic and in
the southern dialects of East Armenian, all stops were usually
voiceless. This fits in with the absence of a voiced counterpart
to the PIE. fricative s.

The typological reinterpretation of the obstruent System was
based on the poor attestation of the labial stop b, the incompatibil-
ity of two glottalic stops in the root, and the incompatibility of
fortes and aspirates in the root. The latter constraint has a notable
parallel in Austronesian (Bradshaw 1979). The absence of initial
b- can hardly be explained by the loss of an earlier p-, äs Pedersen
maintained (1951 : 12). I think that the right solution was indicated
by R. Thurneysen (1908): b- lost its glottalic feature and merged
with^p-, cf. especially Yedicpibati 'drinks', Old Irish ibid, Armenian
dmpem (with secondary nasal infix), Latin bibö (with restored
reduplication). Medial -b- was preserved, e.g. in Latv. äbuols
capple5 <aböl-, Lith. obells<abel-, RUSS. jabloko<abl-, where
the ablaut guarantees the PIE. origin of the word.

It has been conjectured that Germanic and Armenian preserve
the original voicelessness of the PIE. glottalic stops. I think
that this is incorrect. In the case of Germanic, the fact that the
glottal feature precedes the buccal stop suggests that the latter
was voiced at an earlier stage. In the case of Armenian, its close
relationship with Greek, Albanian, Balto-Slavic and Indo-Iranian
suggests that the voicelessness is secondary. Thus, I think that the
original system was not preserved outside Anatolian and Tocharian. *

FREDERIK KORTLANDT
Cobetstraat 24
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